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Abstract. Excited beryllium has been observed to decay into electron-positron pairs with a 6.8 σ anomaly.
The process is properly explained by a 17 MeV proto-phobic vector boson. In present work, we consider
a family-nonuniversal U(1)′ that is populated by the U(1)′ gauge boson Z′ and a scalar field S, charged
under U(1)′ and singlet under the Standard Model (SM) gauge symmetry. The SM chiral fermion and
scalar fields are charged under U(1)′ and we provide them to satisfy the anomaly-free conditions. The
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix is reproduced correctly by higher-dimension Yukawa interac-
tions facilitated by S. The vector and axial-vector current couplings of the Z′ boson to the first generation
of fermions do satisfy all the bounds from the various experimental data. The Z′ boson can have kinetic
mixing with the hypercharge gauge boson and S can directly couple to the SM-like Higgs field. The kinetic
mixing of Z′ with the hypercharge gauge boson, as we show by a detailed analysis, generates the observed
beryllium anomaly. We find that beryllium anomaly can be properly explained by an MeV-scale sector
with a minimal new field content. The minimal model we construct forms a framework in which various
anomalous SM decays can be discussed.
PACS. XX.XX.XX No PACS code given
1 Introduction
The Atomki experiment has recently observed a 6.8 σ
anomaly [1] (see also [2–4]) in excited 8Be nuclear de-
cays, 8Be
∗ → 8Be e+e−, in both the distributions of the
opening angles and the invariant masses of the electron-
positron pairs (IPC). The SM predicts the angular cor-
relation between the emitted e+e− pairs to drop rapidly
with the seperation angle. However, the experiment ob-
served a bump with a high significance at a large angle
of ' 140o which is consistent with creation and subse-
quent decay of a new particle with an invariant mass of
me+e− = 16.7±0.35(stat)±0.5(sys) MeV. In [5], they ob-
served also a peak in e−e+ angular correlations at 115o
with 7.2 σ in 21.01 MeV 0− → 0+ transition of 4He
and it is described with a light particle with a mass of
mxc
2 = 16.84±0.16(stat)±0.20(sys). It is likely the same
particle with the one that is observed in [1].
In recent interpretations of the experiment [6, 7], pos-
sible particle physics interpretations of the 8Be anomalous
decays are examined and concluded that a proto-phobic,
spin-1 boson with a mass of ≈ 17 MeV fit the anomaly.
They determine the bounds on the vector current cou-
plings of the new gauge boson to the first generation of the
SM fermions via combination of the relevant experimen-
tal data. They propose two particle physics models, U(1)B
and U(1)B−L models, that are not initially anomaly-free
a beyhanpulice@iyte.edu.tr
therefore they add a new matter content to cancel the
anomalies. Another recent interpretation [8] makes an ex-
tension of the SM with two gauge groups, U(1)Y ′×U(1)X ,
and they add a new matter content to get rid of the Z−Z ′
mass mixing. In [9], they present a U(1)′ extended 2-
Higgs doublet model for 8Be anomalous decays. In [10]
a pseudoscalar and in [11] an axial vector candidates are
presented. The extension of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM) by an extra U(1)′ is discussed
[12] with U(1)′ charges of the fields to be family-dependent
and satisfy the anomaly-free conditions.
In this work, we extend the SM with a family-nonuniversal
U(1)′ with its associated light gauge boson Z ′ and a sin-
glet scalar S. In the model, there are two mixings with the
SM: the gauge kinetic mixing of the hypercharge gauge
boson and the Z
′
boson, and the quartic scalar mixing of
the SM-like Higgs and the extra scalar. The masses of the
gauge bosons are generated dynamically through sponta-
neous symmetry breaking (SSB) via vacuum expectation
values (vev) of the scalar fields.
Our first intention in this work is to construct the
framework of an anomaly-free, family-nonuniversal U(1)′
model that fits the Atomki signal with a minimal field con-
tent. The model we present is able to explain the Atomki
signal with a proto-phobic gauge boson with a mass of
≈ 17 MeV. We find the couplings of the Z ′ boson to
the first generation of the SM fermions via the family-
nonuniversal charges of the chiral fields that satisfy the
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anomaly-free conditions. We show that with these cou-
plings we are able to explain the Atomki signal.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we construct
the framework of the family-nonuniversal U(1)′ model. We
summarize the experimental bounds in Sec.3. We give the
vector and axial-vector current couplings of the Z
′
boson
to the first generation of the SM fermions in Sec.4. We
show that the CKM matrix is properly obtained in the
model in Sec.5. In Sec.6, we consider the LHC bound on
the invisible decays of the SM Higgs. We summarize the
model and discuss future prospects in Sec.7.
2 Family-nonuniversal U(1)′ Model
In this section, we present the framework of the family-
nonuniversal U(1)′ model. We extend the SM gauge sym-
metry, GSM = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , by an extra
U(1)′ symmetry
GSM × U(1)′. (1)
The U(1)′ quantum number assignment to chiral fermion
and scalar fields is given in Tab.(1).
SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)
′
Qi 3 2 1/6 QQi
uRi 3 1 2/3 QuRi
dRi 3 1 −1/3 QdRi
Li 1 2 −1/2 QLi
eRi 1 1 −1 QeRi
Hˆ 1 2 1/2 QH
Sˆ 1 1 0 QS
Table 1: The gauge quantum numbers of the fields in the
family-nonuniversal U(1)′ model for i = 1, 2, 3 which refers
to the three generations of matter.
2.1 Mixing of Higgs Bosons
The Lagrangian of the scalars in the family-nonuniversal
U(1)′ model is given by
LHiggs = LSMHiggs + LSHiggs + LmixHiggs; (2)
LSMHiggs = |DµHˆ|2 + µ2|Hˆ|2 − λ|Hˆ|4, (3)
LSHiggs = |DµSˆ|2 + µ2s|Sˆ|2 − λs|Sˆ|4, (4)
LmixHiggs = −κ|Hˆ|2|Sˆ|2 (5)
where the last equation contains a mixing term with a
scalar mixing parameter κ. The hatted fields are used since
we will use the fields without hat in the mass-basis.
We parametrize the SM-like Higgs Hˆ and the extra
scalar Sˆ, respectively as
Hˆ =
1√
2
(
φ1 + iφ2
v + hˆ+ iφ3
)
, Sˆ =
1√
2
(
vs + sˆ+ iφs
)
(6)
where φ1, φ2, φ3 and φs are the Goldstone bosons; v and
vs are vevs of the scalar fields that are real and positive.
The scalar potential is bounded from below provided
that
λ > 0, λs > 0 and 4λλs − κ2 > 0. (7)
For both nonvanishing values of vevs, the minimum of
the potential occurs at
v2
2
=
2λsµ
2 − κµ2s
4λλs − κ2 , (8)
v2s
2
=
2λµ2s − κµ2
4λλs − κ2 . (9)
These solutions are physical for v2 > 0 and v2s > 0
which leads to λSµ
2 > κµ2S/2 and λµ
2
S > κµ
2/2 if Eq.(7)
is satisfied. One can realize that for both nonvanishing
vevs there are solutions for
– µ2, µ2s > 0 for both signs of κ,
– (µ2 > 0, µ2s < 0) or (µ
2 < 0, µ2s > 0) for only κ < 0.
– There are not any solutions for µ2, µ2s < 0.
The scalar mass Lagrangian is given by
Lmassscalar = −Vscalar = −
1
2
(
hˆ sˆ
)( 2λv2 κvvs
κvvs 2λsv
2
s
)(
hˆ
sˆ
)
.
(10)
We go to the mass basis, (h, s), via transformation
(
hˆ
sˆ
)
=
(
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
)(
h
s
)
(11)
where the mixing angle is given by
tan 2α = − κvvs
λv2 − λsv2s
. (12)
The masses of the SM-like Higgs h and the extra scalar
s are given by
m2h,s = λv
2 + λsv
2
s ±
√
(λv2 − λsv2s)2 + κ2v2v2s (13)
where λv2 > λsv
2
s . In the limit of no scalar mixing,
κ→ 0, the masses of the scalars in Eq.(13) reduce to
m2h0 = 2λv
2, m2s0 = 2λsv
2
s . (14)
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2.2 Mixing of Gauge Bosons
The U(1)′ symmetry couples to the SM hypercharge
symmetry U(1)Y through the kinetic mixing which
leads to the most general gauge Lagrangian of U(1)Y ×
U(1)′
Lgauge = LSMgauge + LZ
′
gauge + Lmixgauge; (15)
LSMgauge = −
1
4
BˆµνBˆ
µν , (16)
LZ′gauge = −
1
4
Zˆ ′µνZˆ ′µν , (17)
Lmixgauge = −
1
2
sinχ BˆµνZˆ
′µν (18)
where Bˆµν and Zˆ
′
µν are the field strength tensors of
U(1)Y and U(1)
′, respectively. The last equation con-
tains a mixing term with a gauge kinetic mixing pa-
rameter χ.
We diagonalize the field strength terms via a GL(2, R)
transformation
(
Z˜ ′µ
B˜µ
)
=
(√
1− sin2 χ 0
sinχ 1
)(
Zˆ ′µ
Bˆµ
)
(19)
where Z˜ ′µ and B˜µ are not the mass eigenstates yet.
In this basis, the general covariant derivative is given
by
Dµ = ∂µ + igT iW iµ + ig′QY B˜µ + i(eg˜Q′ + ηg′QY )Z˜ ′µ
(20)
where T i = 12σ
i is the third component of isospin in
which σi are the Pauli spin matrices with i = 1, 2, 3;
Wµ is the SU(2)L gauge field; g and g
′ are the SU(2)L
and U(1)Y gauge couplings, respectively.
In Eq.(20), we have introduced
g˜ ≡ gˆ
cosχ
, η ≡ − tanχ (21)
where gˆ is the normalized U(1)′ gauge coupling
gˆ ≡ gU(1)′
e
. (22)
The mass squared matrix of the gauge bosons in the
(B˜µ, Z˜
′
µ) gauge-basis is given by
Lmassgauge =
1
2
(
B˜µ W 3µ Z˜
′µ
) 14v2g′2 − 14v2gg′ 12g′v2( g
′η
2 + eg˜QH)
− 14v2gg′ 14v2g2 − 12gv2( g
′η
2 + eg˜QH)
1
2g
′v2( g
′η
2 + eg˜QH) − 12gv2( g
′η
2 + eg˜QH) v
2( g
′η
2 + eg˜QH)
2 +Q2Sv
2
se
2g˜2

 B˜µW 3µ
Z˜ ′µ
 .
(23)
The mass eigenstates of the neutral gauge bosons are
obtained via the transformation
 B˜µW 3µ
Z˜
′
µ
 =
 cos θW − sin θW cosϕ sin θW sinϕsin θW cos θW cosϕ − cos θW sinϕ
0 sinϕ cosϕ
AµZµ
Z
′
µ

(24)
where θW is the Weinberg angle and and ϕ is the gauge
mixing angle which is given by
tan 2ϕ =
2(g′η + 2eg˜QH)
√
g2 + g′2
(g′η + 2eg˜QH)2 + 4( vsv )
2Q2se
2g˜2 − g2 − g′2 .
(25)
The masses of the physical gauge bosons read as
MA = 0,
M2Z,Z′ =
1
2
{
M2Z0 +M
2
Z′0 +∆
2
±
√
(M2Z0 −M2Z′0 −∆2)2 + 4M2Z′0∆2
}
(26)
where
M2Z0 =
1
4
(g2 + g′2)v2,
M2Z′0 = e
2g˜2Q2Sv
2
s ,
∆ = v(
g′η
2
+ eg˜QH). (27)
It is clear that if
(g′η
2
+ eg˜QH
)
= 0, (28)
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the gauge mixing angle in Eq.(25) vanishes identically.
This ensures zero mixing between the Z and the Z
′
bosons so that the Z
′
mass is set by the vev vs of the
extra scalar
M2Z′ = e
2g˜2Q2Sv
2
s . (29)
The condition in Eq.(28) can be relaxed. We know that
the mixing of the Z and the Z
′
can be at most at the
level of the Z
′
mass
1
2
g′v2
(g′η
2
+ eg˜QH
)
.M2Z′ (30)
which gives
(g′η
2
+ eg˜QH
)
. 10−8 (31)
for a Z ′ mass of MZ′ = 17 MeV which implies tan 2ϕ .
10−8. The current limit on the Z − Z ′ mixing angle
from the LEP data is about |ϕ| = 10−3 − 10−4 [13]. It
is thus clear that the Z−Z ′ mixing angle in our family-
nonuniversal U(1)′ model is well below the limit from
the electroweak precision data.
2.3 Leptons and Quarks
The kinetic Lagrangian of the fermions is given by
Lkineticfermion = iQ¯iγµDµQi + iu¯RiγµDµuRi + id¯RiγµDµdRi
+ iL¯iγ
µDµLi + ie¯RiγµDµeRi (32)
where i = 1, 2, 3 is the family index, Qi is for the left-
handed quark doublets and (uRi, dRi) are for the right-
handed quark singlets
Q =
(
uLi
dLi
)
, uRi, dRi, (33)
and L is for the left-handed lepton doublet and eRi is
for the right-handed lepton singlet
L =
(
νLi
eLi
)
, eRi. (34)
The Yukawa Lagrangian is
LY ukawafermion = −YuQ¯ ˜ˆHuR − YdQ¯HˆdR − YeL¯HˆeR + h.c.
(35)
where (Yu, Yd, Ye) are the Yukawa matrices and
˜ˆ
H =
iσ2Hˆ
∗. The gauge invariance conditions from the di-
agonal elements of the Yukawa interactions in Eq.(35)
are given by
QuRi = QQi +QH ,
QdRi = QQi −QH ,
QeRi = QLi −QH .
(36)
It is clear that the conditions in Eq.(36) involve only
the diagonal elements of the Yukawa interactions. Ac-
tually, they are general enough to cover also conditions
coming from off-diagonal Yukawa entries. One will re-
alize in Sec.(4) that the U(1)′ charges give rise to a spe-
cific mass matrix structure. The first two families of the
up and down-type quarks have the same U(1)′ charges
while the third family has a different charge, which im-
plies that (Mu)13, (Mu)31, (Mu)23, (Mu)32 and (Md)13,
(Md)31, (Md)23, (Md)32 all vanish. These zeroes leave
no Yukawa interactions between the first two families
and the third family of the up and down-type quarks.
There can arise thus no non-trivial gauge invariance
conditions in these sectors. The general Yukawa in-
teractions between the first two families are trivial in
that their U(1)′ charges are universal. Moreover, lep-
tons have family-universal U(1)′ charges. It therefore
is clear that Eq.(36) covers all cases.
3 Constraints from Experiments
It is argued that the new boson is likely a vector boson
[6, 7] that couples to the SM fermion currents as
L ⊃ iZ ′µJµ = iZ ′µ
∑
i=u,d,e,νe,...
εvi eJ
µ
i , J
µ
i = f¯iγ
µfi
(37)
where εv is the vector current couplings of the Z ′
with superscript ’v’ referring to ’vector’. It is showed
that the vector current couplings of the Z ′ to the SM
fermions are constrained by several experimental data
[6, 7]. The Atomki signal [1], the neutral pion decay,
Π0 → Xγ, by NA48/2 experiment [14, 15], the SLAC
E141 experiment [16–18], constraint via the electron
anomalous magnetic dipole moment (g − 2)e [19] and
the ν¯e− e scattering by TEXONO [20] put constraints
on the vector current couplings of the Z ′ to the first
generation of the SM fermions
|εvp| . 1.2× 10−3,
|εvn| = (2− 10)× 10−3,
|εve | = (0.2− 1.4)× 10−3,√
εveε
v
νe . 7× 10−5. (38)
The constraints on the couplings of the Z ′ from the
neutral pion decay [6, 7] require it to be proto-phobic,
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i.e. it has a suppressed coupling to the proton com-
pared with the neutron
−0.067 < ε
v
p
εvn
< 0.078 (39)
where the nucleon couplings are explicitly given by
εvp = 2ε
v
u + ε
v
d,
εvn = ε
v
u + 2ε
v
d. (40)
4 Z
′
Couplings
In this section, we find the vector and axial-vector
current couplings of the Z ′ that are able to explain
the Atomki anomaly. First, we show the vector and
axial-vector current couplings of the Z ′ to the first gen-
eration of the fermions in terms of the model param-
eters including the U(1)′ charges of the related chiral
fermions in Tab.(2).
In Tab.(2), we have introduced
 ≡ −1
2
(
(cot θW + tan θW ) sinϕ+
cosϕ
cos θW
η
)
, (41)
δ ≡ tan θW sinϕ+ cosϕ
cos θW
η. (42)
The SM chiral fermion and scalar fields are charged
under U(1)′. We determine the couplings by providing
that the charges satisfy the anomaly-free conditions
and the gauge invariance conditions. In order to avoid
gauge and gravitational anomalies, the U(1)′ charges
of the chiral fields must satisfy
U(1)′ − SU(3)− SU(3) : 0 =
∑
i
(2QQi −QuRi −QdRi ),
U(1)′ − SU(2)− SU(2) : 0 =
∑
i
(3QQi +QLi),
U(1)′ − U(1)Y − U(1)Y : 0 =
∑
i
(
1
6
QQi −
1
3
QdRi −
4
3
QuRi +
1
2
QLi −QeRi ),
U(1)′ − graviton - graviton : 0 =
∑
i
(6QQi − 3QuRi − 3QdRi + 2QLi −QeRi ),
U(1)′ − U(1)′ − U(1)Y : 0 =
∑
i
(Q2Qi +Q
2
dRi
− 2Q2uRi −Q
2
Li +Q
2
eRi
),
U(1)′ − U(1)′ − U(1)′ : 0 =
∑
i
(6Q3Qi − 3Q3dRi − 3Q
3
uRi
+ 2Q3Li −Q3eRi ). (43)
There are 16 charges and 6 anomaly free conditions
with additional conditions from Yukawa interactions
such that as we show in Tab.(3) one could express 12
charges in terms of 4 free charges
QH , QQ2 , QQ3 and QL3 .
We parametrize the vector current coupling of the Z ′
boson to the proton as
εvp = 2ε
v
u + ε
v
d = δ
′ (44)
where we introduce parameter δ′ which obeys the bound
|δ′| . 10−3. (45)
Then, by Eq.(44), we get
δ = δ′ − 1
2
+ cosϕg˜
(
3QQ2 + 3QQ3 −
7
2
QH
)
(46)
which together with the charge solutions in Tab.(3)
lead to the couplings in Tab.(4) with a vanishing gauge
mixing angle, cosϕ → 1. We apply the zero Z − Z ′
mixing limit from now on.
The Lagrangian of the axial-vector current interaction
of the Z ′ boson is given by
L ⊃ iZ ′µ
∑
i=u,d,e,νe
εai ef¯iγ
µγ5fi (47)
where εa is the axial-vector current coupling with su-
perscript ’a’ referring to ’axial-vector’.
We obtain the solutions of the free charges QQ2 , QQ3 ,
QH and QL3 as follows.
– In the limit of minimal flavor violation there holds
the relation εvs = ε
v
d by which we obtain the solu-
tion
QQ3 = QH − 2QQ2 . (48)
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εvu =
1
2
+ 2
3
δ + cosϕg˜
(QQ1+QuR1
2
)
εau =
1
2
+ cosϕg˜
(QQ1−QuR1
2
)
εvd = − 12 − 13δ + cosϕg˜
(
QQ1+QdR1
2
)
εad = − 12 + cosϕg˜
(
QQ1−QdR1
2
)
εve = − 12 − δ + cosϕg˜
(QL1+QeR1
2
)
εae = − 12 + cosϕg˜
(QL1−QeR1
2
)
εvνe =
1
2
+ cosϕg˜
QL1
2
εaνe =
1
2
+ cosϕg˜
(
QL1
2
)
Table 2: The Z ′ couplings to the first generation of fermions in terms of the model parameters including the U(1)′
charges of the related chiral fermions.
QQ1 = QH −QQ2 −QQ3 QuR1 = 2QH −QQ2 −QQ3 QdR1 = −QQ2 −QQ3
QuR2 = QQ2 +QH QdR2 = QQ2 −QH
QuR3 = QQ3 +QH QdR3 = QQ3 −QH
QL1 = −QH QeR1 = −2QH
QL2 = −2QH −QL3 QeR2 = −3QH −QL3
QeR3 = QL3 −QH
Table 3: The U(1)′ charge solutions of the chiral SM fermions by the gauge invariance and the anomaly-free conditions.
εvu =
1
6
+ 2
3
δ′ + g˜(QQ2 +QQ3 − 56QH) εau = 12 − 12 g˜QH
εvd = − 13 − 13δ′ − g˜(2QQ2 + 2QQ3 − 53QH) εad = − 12 + 12 g˜QH
εve = −δ′ − g˜(3QQ2 + 3QQ3 − 2QH) εae = − 12 + 12 g˜QH
εvνe =
1
2
− 1
2
g˜QH ε
a
νe =
1
2
− 1
2
g˜QH
Table 4: The Z ′ couplings after using the charge solutions in Tab.(3) and parametrization of the vector current coupling
of the Z ′ boson to the proton as εvp = 2ε
v
u + ε
v
d ≡ δ′ with |δ′| . 10−3. Consideration of other constraints reduce the
couplings in this table to the couplings in Tab.(5).
– Next, we parametrize the vector current coupling
of the Z ′ boson to the neutron
εvn = ε
v
u + 2ε
v
d ≡ ′ (49)
where parameter ′ satisfies
|′| ≈ (2− 10)× 10−3. (50)
Then, by Eq.(48) and Eq.(49), we obtain the solu-
tions of QQ2 and QQ3
QQ2 =
1
3g˜
(+ ′) ,
QQ3 =
1
3g˜
(− 2′) . (51)
– The axial-vector coupling to the electron vanishes,
εae = 0, identically via the zero Z−Z ′ mixing condi-
tion in Eq.(28) as well as the the axial-vector cur-
rent couplings to the up and down quarks εau =
εad = 0; the vector and axial-vector current cou-
plings to the electron neutrino, εvνe = ε
a
νe = 0 with
the following U(1)′ charge of the SM-like Higgs bo-
son
QH =

g˜
. (52)
Using the solution of QH in 52, we get η . 10−4,
which well agrees with the bounds.
– The axial-vector current coupling of the Z ′ boson
to the electron is constrained via the neutral pion
decay process, Π0 → e+e− [21]. The matrix ele-
ment of this process is proportional to εae(ε
a
u − εad)
[22]. However, in our model the axial-vector cur-
rent coupling of the Z ′ to the electron vanishes,
εae = 0, as well as the axial-vector current cou-
plings to the up and down quarks εau = ε
a
d = 0.
Therefore this rare process imposes no constraints
on the axial-vector current coupling of the Z ′. The
axial-vector current coupling of the Z ′ to the elec-
tron is constrained also by the atomic parity viola-
tion [23] and the parity-violating Møller scattering
[24] which constrain the products εaeε
v
q and ε
a
eε
v
e ,
respectively. It is obvious that due to vanishing εae ,
there arise no constraints from these processes.
As a result of these, the vector and axial-vector
current couplings of the Z ′ to the first generation
of the SM fermions take the forms in Tab.(5).
– In Tab.(5), we present the Z ′ couplings to the first
generation of the SM fermions that fit the Atomki
signal. The couplings of the Z
′
are proto-phobic,
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εvu =
2
3
δ′ − 1
3
′ εau = 0
εvd = − 13δ′ + 23 ′ εad = 0
εve = 
′ − δ′ εae = 0
εvνe = 0 ε
a
νe = 0
Table 5: The Z ′ couplings to the first generation of the SM
fermions that fit the Atomki signal with εvp = 2ε
v
u+ε
v
d ≡ δ′,
|δ′| . 10−3 and εvn = εvu + 2εvd ≡ ′, |′| ≈ (2− 10)× 10−3.
The couplings of the Z
′
are proto-phobic, Eq.(39), and
satisfy the experimental constraints in Eq.(38).
Eq.(39), and satisfy the experimental constraints
in Eq.(38) with εvp = 2ε
v
u + ε
v
d ≡ δ′, |δ′| . 10−3 and
εvn = ε
v
u + 2ε
v
d ≡ ′, |′| ≈ (2− 10)× 10−3.
– As one can realize, our model is proto-phobic in
both vector and axial-vector current interactions.
The axial-vector current couplings to up and down
quarks vanish identically via the zero Z−Z ′ mixing
condition in Eq.(28) so the Z ′ has purely vector
current interactions with up and down quarks.
– The vector current coupling to the electron does
not vanish as it should not for the IPC and it is able
take value satisfying the experimental constraints.
The axial-vector current coupling to the electron
vanishes identically via the zero Z−Z ′ mixing con-
dition in Eq.(28).
– The experimental constraints require the vector cur-
rent coupling to the electron neutrino to be signif-
icantly below the vector current coupling to the
neutron. The vector and axial-vector current cou-
plings to the electron neutrino vanish identically
with zero Z − Z ′ mixing condition in Eq.(28) and
this obviously satisfies the experimental data.
– In order to have universal charges in the lepton
sector, we assume
QL3 = −QH . (53)
As a result of these, the first two families of the
quarks have the same U(1)′ charges which is dif-
ferent from the third family charge and the leptons
have universal U(1)′ charges, as we show in Tab.(6).
5 CKM Matrix
There are several texture-specific quark mass ma-
trices in the literature [25–31]. The goal has always
been avoiding the large number of parameters in
these mass matrices. Some elements of these matri-
ces are assumed to be zero and they are generally
referred to as ’texture zero matrices’. These kind
of matrices provide a viable framework to obtain
the flavor mixing matrix, the CKM matrix, which
is compatible with the current data [32].
For definiteness, we focus here on the texture-specific
quark mass matrices in [33, 34]
Mu,d =
× × 0× × ×
0 × ×
 (54)
which are known to reproduce the CKM matrix.
The viability of these mass matrices are analyzed
in [35] by showing the compatibility with the CKM
matrix.
In our model the Higgs field leads to (Mu,d)13 = 0,
(Mu,d)31 = 0 and (Mu,d)23 = 0, (Mu,d)32 = 0. In
order to match to Eq.(54), we need to induce ma-
trix elements (Mu,d)23 6= 0 and (Mu,d)32 6= 0. One
way to do this is by higher-dimensional operators
[36–39]. Then, as a minimal approach that fits to
our U(1)′ set up, we introduce the Yukawa interac-
tions
L ⊃ λ23u
(
S
Λ
)δ23u
Q¯2
˜ˆ
HtR
+ λ23u
(
SS∗
Λ2
)δ23′d (S
Λ
)δ23d
Q¯2HˆbR + h.c. (55)
where λ23u is the Yukawa coupling, Λ is the mass
scale for flavor physics, δ23u,d and δ
23′
d are parameters
that will be determined below. From Eq.(55), we
get the gauge invariance conditions
−QQ2 −QH +QuR3 + δ23u .QS = 0, (56)
−QQ2 +QH +QdR3 + δ23d .QS = 0
which lead to
δ23u = δ
23
d =
′
QS g˜
(57)
after using the solutions of the charges in Tab.(6).
This method of generating the hierarchy can be
extended to the other Yukawa entries (in terms of
their 33 entries or few other entries) [36–39].
The parameters δ23u and δ
23
d are positive integers so
that we adopt QS =
′
g˜ to obtain δ
23
u = δ
23
d = 1.
This solution of QS leads to vs ≈ O(10) GeV for a
17 MeV Z ′ boson. The charge of the extra scalar Sˆ
is QS ≈ O(10−2) for the coupling g˜ ≈ O(10−1). If
we use the optimized values of the matrix elements
of (Mu,d)23 from [35], we find that δ
23′
d ≈ 2 for
Λ ≈ O(10) GeV and λ23u,d = 1.
The solutions via Eq.(55) are not necessarily spe-
cific to the texture in Eq.(54). One can consider dif-
ferent textures and generate the same CKM struc-
ture by modifications or extensions of Eq.(55).
In the present model in the interaction basis the
couplings of the Z ′ to the SM quarks are diagonal
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QQ1 = QQ2 =
1
3g˜
(+ ′) QuR1 = QuR2 =
1
3g˜
(4+ ′) QdR1 = QdR2 =
1
3g˜
(−2+ ′)
QQ3 =
1
3g˜
(− 2′) QuR3 = 23g˜ (2− ′) QdR3 = − 23g˜ (+ ′)
QL1 = QL2 = QL3 = − g˜ QeR1 = QeR2 = QeR3 = − 2g˜
Table 6: The U(1)′ charges of the chiral SM fermions. One obtains the Z ′ couplings in Tab.(5) if these charge solutions
are put into the couplings in Tab.(4).
but nonuniversal. This nonuniversality gives rise to
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs). From
B0 − B¯0 mixing there arise stringent constraints
for these FCNCs [40, 41]
|L(R)| . 10−6 (58)
where L(R) are the chiral couplings of the Z ′ to
the s¯γµb current.
In the present model the chiral couplings in the
down quark sector are given by
gdL ≡ diag(g1dL , g1dL , g3dL), (59)
gdR ≡ diag(g1dR , g1dR , g3dR) (60)
where g1dL = g
1
dR
= 
′
3 , g
3
dL
= g3dR = − 2
′
3 . If we in-
troduce the CKM matrix, in the quark mass eigen-
state basis the chiral couplings become
Lsb ≡ (VCKMgdLV †CKM )23, (61)
Rsb ≡ (V †CKMgdRVCKM )23. (62)
Then one obtains the following condition from both
of the chiral couplings above
|′| = 2× 10−3. (63)
6 LHC bound
In our family-nonuniversal U(1)′ model, the SM-
like Higgs boson is charged under U(1)′ which leads
to decay of (h→ Z ′Z ′) that should be sufficiently
small such that the branching fraction of the SM-
like Higgs to the Z ′ boson pairs has to be BR(h→
Z
′
Z
′
) . 10% [42, 43].
The decay rate of this process is given by
Γ (h→ Z ′Z ′) = 3
32pimh
ξ2
(
1− 4M
2
Z′
m2h
)1/2
.
(
1− m
2
h
3M2Z′
+
m4h
12M4Z′
)
(64)
where we have introduced
ξ ≡ 4
[
cosα sin2 θW η
2M
2
Z
v
− sinαM
2
Z′
vs
− cosα
2 cos θW
v
(
g′ − e
2 cos θW
)
eη2
]
. (65)
In Fig.(1), we show the region where the partial
decay width Γ (h → Z ′Z ′) is less than 10% of the
SM Higgs total decay width
BR(h→ Z ′Z ′) = Γ (h→ Z
′Z ′)
ΓSMtotal(h) + Γ (h→ Z ′Z ′)
. 0.10
(66)
where ΓSMtotal(h) = 4.07× 10−3 GeV [44].
Fig. 1: We show the region where the partial decay width
Γ (h→ Z ′Z ′) is less than 10% of the SM Higgs total decay
width BR(h → Z ′Z ′) . 10%. The Higgs mixing angle is
sinα ∼ O(10−3) for mh = 125.09 GeV and η = 10−4. The
vertical red line is for the Z ′ boson mass MZ′ determined
via the experimental data.
The scalar mixing angle is sinα ∼ O(10−3) and
accordingly the scalar mixing parameter is κ ∼
O(10−3) required for BR(h → Z ′Z ′) . 10% for
the SM Higgs boson mass of mh = 125.09 [32]
and η = 10−4. The scalar mixing remains at the
same order for different values of the kinetic mix-
ing η = 10−5, 10−6.
The decay process of (h → ZZ ′) would also be
relevant however, the (hZZ
′
) vertex factor, which
is given by
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hZZ ′ : − cosα
sin 2θW
ve
(g′η
2
+ eg˜QH
)
(67)
is proportional to the left-hand side of the zero
Z −Z ′ mixing condition in Eq.(28). Therefore this
vertex is zero and there arise no constraints from
this decay.
7 Summary and Outlook
In this work, we construct the framework of a family-
nonuniversal U(1)′ model, which is a minimal, anomaly-
free extension of the SM that is able to explain the
6.8 σ anomaly in 8Be nuclear decays at the Atomki
pair spectrometer experiment.
One possible interpretation of the Atomki signal is
a spin-1, proto-phobic gauge boson with a mass of
≈ 17 MeV. We present a family-nonuniversal U(1)′
model with its associated Z ′ boson with a mass
of ≈ 17 MeV which fullfills all the experimental
constraints on its vector and axial-vector current
couplings to the first generation of fermions that
are necessary to explain the 8Be anomalous decays.
The previously proposed models have a large new
content of fields. However, we have a minimal field
content with the Z ′ boson and the extra scalar. Our
family-nonuniversal U(1)′ model is an anomaly-free
extension of the SM with a minimum field content
that can explain the observed beryllium anomaly.
The CKM matrix is reproduced correctly by higher-
dimensional Yukawa interactions facilitated by S.
The model provides new couplings to probe new
physics at low energies. It may provide framework
for anomalous SM decays and forms a framework
in which various low-energy phenomena can be ad-
dressed. The low-energy phenomena such as ss∗ →
ff¯ and Z ′Z ′ → ff¯ can be relevant for phenomeno-
logical as well as astrophysical (dark matter) pur-
poses.
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